Abstract-Analyzing data is a challenging task nowadays because the size of data affects results of the analysis. This is because every application can generate data of massive amount. Clustering techniques are key techniques to analyze the massive amount of data. It is a simple way to group similar type data in clusters. The key examples of clustering algorithms are k-means, kmedoids, c-means, hierarchical and DBSCAN. The kmeans and DBSCAN are the scalable algorithms but again it needs to be improved because massive data hampers the performance with respect to cluster quality and efficiency of these algorithms. For these algorithms, user intervention is needed to provide appropriate parameters as an input. For these reasons, this paper presents modified and efficient clustering algorithm. This enhances cluster's quality and makes clusters more cohesive using domain knowledge, spectral analysis, and split-merge-refine techniques. Also, this algorithm takes care to minimizing empty clusters. So far no algorithm has integrated these all requirements that proposed algorithm does just as a single algorithm. It also automatically predicts the value of k and initial centroids to have minimum user intervention with the algorithm. The performance of this algorithm is compared with standard clustering algorithms on various small to large data sets. The comparison is with respect to a number of records and dimensions of data sets using clustering accuracy, running time, and various clusters validly measures. From the obtained results, it is proved that performance of proposed algorithm is increased with respect to efficiency and quality than the existing algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of standard and modern applications generate the massive data with respect to more number of records and dimensions. So, analyzing this type of data is a challenge in the field of research in data clustering area. It is necessary to understand the capability of clustering algorithms before applying it on large data. Also, preprocessing of data plays a vital role in data clustering. Data clustering is simply the grouping of similar kind of data in one group and dissimilar in another group. These algorithms have following categories: Partitioned based, Hierarchical based, Density based, Grid and Model based. k-means, k-medoids, hierarchical, DBSCAN are fall in the above categories. These methods are widely used in the field of science and technology domains [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [ [41] [42] [ [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] .The researchers have made a lot of improvements in these clustering algorithms in order to overcome the problems with respect to large data, efficiency, quality of clusters empty clusters, the optimal value of k and initial centroids. Still, there is a scope to improve these algorithms. In partitioned based clustering, the data is simply partitioned into k number of partitioned. When data is clustered into clusters in a hierarchical manner, it is known as hierarchical clustering. The clustering which is based on density regions, connectivity and boundary of data objects is known as density based clustering. When datasets are divided into a number of grids then this approach is called grid based approach. Lastly, model based is where clustering is done using some mathematical models. From the literature, this paper has identified some criteria to compare the various clustering algorithms namely the volume of data, the velocity of data and variety of data for the clustering algorithms. These three V's generally affects the performance of algorithms. From the survey, this paper has identified requirements of clustering algorithms for massive data. The requirements are as follows: Firstly, these clustering algorithms should be more efficient with respect to running time and quality of clusters. Secondly, user input parameters in algorithms must be minimum.
For above reasons, this paper proposes efficient clustering algorithm using spectral analysis, domain knowledge, and split-merge-refine approach. This enhances the efficiency, quality and minimizes empty clusters. The performance of this algorithm is checked on 10 real small to large data sets. This paper is organized as follows: Section II summarizes literature surveys and related work from the year 1999 to 2017. Section III describes the working of some standard clustering algorithms from all the above categories. Section IV covers the proposed clustering algorithms. Section V covers experimental results analysis of standard and proposed clustering algorithms on various data sets using validity measures. Section VI covers conclusion and future work of this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
One of the simple efficient filtering algorithms is Lloyd's k-means clustering. The implementation of this algorithm is easy because it uses k-dimensional tree data structure for data clustering. But this algorithm can be improved further [1] . The appropriate value of k and initial selection plays a vital role in improving the quality of clusters. In order to overcome these problems associated with the initial selection, the new greedy initialization method is used. These select suitable initial centroids to form more compact and separated clusters [2] . This new method takes more time to search centroids. The distance measures play a vital role in the process of clustering. New distance measure along with new clustering algorithm which is based on the k-means algorithm is known as the circular k-means [3] . This algorithm is used to cluster the vectors of directional information. Selecting the appropriate value of k is difficult for clustering. Also, checking the validity of final clusters is challenging. For these two reasons, validity measures are useful. Nine validity measures based on a property of symmetry are used to estimate the value of k and validity of clusters. These measures include Davies-Bouldin, Dunn index, Point symmetry, I, Xie-Beni, FS, K, and SV index [4] . One of the popular clustering algorithms is k-means. For the k-mean, the user needs to give the value of k and initial centroids, which affects the overall quality of clusters. Also, results of k-means may be affected by noise in data. Density based noise detection can be used to filter noise. This helps in getting more accurate results [5] .
The k-means is known for the lower computational cost. The use of appropriate data plays a major role in clustering. Imbalanced data distribution definitely affects the performance of k-means clustering. This type of data always produces clusters of the same structure. This problem mainly occurs in fuzzy type k-means than hard type k-means [6] . Random initialization in k-means, yield the poor clusters. The density of data objects and knearest can be combined to get more accurate clusters. This combination can be used for initialization of centroids to improve the performance over the k-means clustering [7] . The tremendous growth of data generated by applications hampers the performance of clustering algorithms. Such data require new efficient k-means clustering algorithm. The k-means++ solved the problems of initial centroids but did not work well for large data. The competitive k-means [8] solved the problems. From the survey, authors [9] summarized the various points regarding clustering algorithms. Effective clustering algorithms must possess the following properties: Algorithm generates the clusters of arbitrary shapes. It should be able to handle large and high dimensional data. The algorithm must detect and remove outliers from data. Also, it should be worked on numerical as well as nonnumerical types of data. The k-means and fuzzy k-means can be used for a variety of applications. The fuzzy kmeans is used in Geographic Information System to cluster the Hot Spot areas [10] . In terms of machine learning, clustering algorithms are the unsupervised type of algorithms. New algorithm [11] is more efficient and produces quality clusters. But this efficient algorithm needs improvements for large data. The k-means produces compact and more separated clusters. The authors in the paper [12] present various clustering algorithms using k-means by combining both separation and compactness which helps in producing high-quality clusters. The authors have [13] surveyed about the existing clustering algorithms and analyzed the various points regarding same. The points are as follows: All validity measures cannot be applied to all clustering algorithms. The Expectation-Maximization and Fuzzy clustering are efficient clustering algorithms. All clustering algorithms produce unstable clusters. Cluster refinement is an important step in clustering to enhance the clusters quality. Fuzzy clustering and proximity can be used to cluster's the data to avoid the cluster's membership conflict [14] . The clustering methods can be widely used in computer science domains like networking and wireless. Authors in the paper [15] presents enhance k-means clustering using Dijkstra algorithm to optimize energy consumption in the wireless network. Selecting appropriate candidates for the initial centroids is essential for clustering quality and the performance. Authors in the paper [16] have proposed a hybrid evolutionary model. It has Meta heuristic methods to identify the appropriate candidates for initial centroids in k-means. The accuracy of k-means is also affected by the value of k because this value has to provide at the beginning of clustering. The exact value can be predicted by using backtracking method and enhanced Euclidian distance [17] . The clustering algorithm is said to be robust if it can handle noisy data and produce the good quality clusters [18] .There are various types of in fuzzy cmeans clustering. All these types are robust clustering algorithms because they can easily handle noisy data. Out of the all clustering algorithms, k-means, and k-medoids are widely used algorithms but are not efficient. This is because cluster's quality is not good for large data sets. Authors [19] proposed a little efficient algorithm to enhance cluster quality by using clusters aggregation and spectral analysis. Clusters validity measures are used as the fitness functions to evaluate the quality clusters which are produced. Most of the measures are data dependent because they are designed to address certain types. These measures include Dunn, Davies Bouldin, Calinski Harabasz, CS, I, and the Silhouette score [20] . Authors in the paper [21] propose a novel technique to predict the value of k and initial centroids with improved quality clusters. Paper [22] consists survey regarding the existing and improved clustering algorithms and presents scope for further improvements. Authors propose [27] method to optimize a number of clusters k, with minimum time complexity. This reduces the effort required for each iteration by decreasing reclustering of data objects. The different distance measures are used to track the effect on the computational time required per iteration. Therefore, this algorithm may produce less reliable clusters of data objects [28] . This paper presents enhanced method to select k and initial centers using weighted mean. This method is better in terms of mathematical computation and reliability. The performance of the standard k-means algorithm will be affected by the selection of the initial centers and converges to local minimum problems [29] . This paper proposes a new algorithm for initialization of the k-means to converge into a better local and also to produce better clusters.
From the above literature, it is observed that very few papers are focusing on all the aspects related to enhancement in a single algorithm. Hence, this paper is integrating more than two features in the single algorithm.
III. CANDIDATE CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS
As per the above literature, clustering algorithms are partition, hierarchical, density, grids and model based. In each of the above categories, some candidate clustering algorithms are studied in this section. This paper studies algorithm from various categories analyzes their strong and weak points. This is done by applying and measuring performance on various data sets from the kaggle with various validity measures. Then these algorithms can be used to compare with the proposed efficient clustering algorithm. The summary of these clustering algorithms with their basic steps and their strong and weak points are given as follows:
A. k-Means Clustering
The k-means belongs to partition based clustering. Inputs for k-means are a number of clusters and it selects initial centroids randomly. The algorithm is divided into following three steps:
1. Read data and value of k. 2. Data assignment steps using distance measures. 3. Updating centroids and clusters. 4. Forming final clusters.
The value of k should be provided at the beginning of clustering. Poor qualities clusters are generated because initial centroids are selected randomly.
B. Partition Around Medoids
Partition around medoids or PAM is partition algorithm to find a sequence of objects called medoids. It is centrally located in clusters with an average distance of objects to their closest selected object to be minimum.
Steps of algorithms are as follows:
1. k-objects selection as medoids 2. Swapping the k-selected objects with unselected objects.
This algorithm can be used for the numerical type of data. Quality can be improved further.
C. The Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies
BIRC or Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies is the example of the hierarchical type of clustering algorithm [44] . This algorithm constructs clustering features tree from data and leaf nodes are clustered. Steps of this algorithm are as follows:
1. Scans the data sets to construct features tree. 2. Apply the clustering to cluster the leaf nodes.
The quality of clusters generated by the BIRC is not good.
D. The Clustering Using Representatives
CURE or Clustering Using Representatives is the example of the hierarchical type of clustering algorithm [44] . Steps of this algorithm are as follows:
1. Read data sets and create the p partitioned. 2. create the representative points for k clusters.
CURE has a high run time complexity for big data.
E. The Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise

DBSCAN or Density Based Spatial Clustering of
Applications with Noise belongs to density clustering algorithm. For this algorithm, the user has to provide minimum points and radius. Steps of this algorithm are as follows:
1. Select any data objects as a unvisited point. 2. Identify the neighborhoods of the point.
Clusters the points 4. Identify the other unvisited.
This algorithm is only applicable for the specific type of data sets.
F. CLIQUE Clustering
It is grid based type algorithm of clustering used to find subspace clusters of data sets. This algorithm is divided into following steps: EM takes more running time for to cluster the data sets.
IV. PROPOSED EFFICIENT CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
From surveys of modified and standard methods of the clustering algorithm, this paper presents efficient clustering algorithm with following features.
It is uses improved k-means clustering algorithm
[21] to automatically predict the value of a number of clusters and appropriate initial centroids.
This algorithm is making use of split and merges
technique to clusters large data. 3. This algorithm also removes the empty clusters. 4. Refinement step is added to form more cohesive clusters. 5. The algorithm is more efficient and produces highquality clusters.
This algorithm consists of following three major steps:
1. Predicting value of k and initial centroids using domain knowledge and spectral analysis [19] [21] 2. Forming the intermediate clusters. In this algorithm, there are three phases. The first phase predicts the value of k and initial centroids. The second phase uses split and merges techniques to form intermediate clusters based on predicted value of k. And the third step is responsible for refining the clusters with no empty clusters and high cohesive clusters.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The clustering algorithms[25] such as k-means, PAM, Hierarchical clustering, DBSCAN and proposed clustering algorithms are applied to various data sets. Also proposed algorithm is compared with R-k-means clustering which uses Lloyd's algorithm. And then comparative experimental results are presented in this section. For the experiments, this paper is using the accuracy of clustering, running time of algorithms, silhouette, Dunn, DB and CH scores to compare the performance of algorithms. Details of these measures are given in paper [4] [13] [40] . The value of accuracy, Silhouette, Dunn, and CH should be high whereas the value of running time and DB index should be low for better clustering. For the maximum data sets, all the values of above measures are getting optimal for proposed clustering algorithm.
A. Data Sets
This paper uses 10 real data sets from kaggle site. These data sets include small to large data in size. Table 1 shows the details of data sets used. Table 2 shows results of standard k-means and proposed clustering algorithm with respect to efficiency. Fig.2 to Fig.9 shows the performance of proposed, existing clustering algorithm and R-k-means clustering algorithms. Table 3 shows results of standard k-means and proposed clustering algorithm with respect to quality of clusters. Table 4 shows the R programming k-means and proposed clustering algorithm. R tool uses Lloyd's algorithms in k-means [38] [39] . From the above results it is observed that as a number of instances in data sets increases, accuracy is also increased. Fig.10 shows this trend. Table 3 , it is observed that higher the number of instances of data sets then lower the value of silhouette score. This trend is shown in the Fig.11 . Clustering group large data into segments or clusters. The well-known clustering algorithms are the k-means, kmedoids, c-means, hierarchical and DBSCAN [35] [36] [37] [38] . But these algorithms suffer from scalability problems and need improvements in it for the massive data. For the massive data, the performance of these algorithms is degraded. Therefore it produces bad cluster quality and takes more time for clustering. Hence massive data need some efficient clustering algorithm. By considering these gaps this paper is proposing efficient clustering algorithms using spectral analysis and split and merges technique. This paper is focusing not only clusters quality but also the efficiency of the clustering process. The algorithm is implemented using Python programming language. The performance of proposed clustering is checked on 11 real data sets with different size using six performance evaluation matrices. The performance is compared with standard clustering algorithms and R tool k-means clustering. The R tool is using Lloyd's Clustering algorithm for initial centers selection [33] [38] [39] . From the experiments on these data sets and algorithms mentioned above, the performance of proposed algorithm is better than these clustering algorithms. The values of all the performance matrices for the proposed algorithm on almost of all data sets and algorithms are getting optimal (approximately increased by 10-15%). The future scope of this work is further improvement in proposed clustering algorithm and applying on more real data sets.
